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Gerunds

1) Herbert was only pretending helpful and supportive.  (be)

2) A full-time chef now, Nicole misses as a teacher.  (work)

3) Mrs. Carlton asked me where I had learned French.  (speak)

4) Don’t hesitate me if you need help with anything.  (call)

6) Norman expects the mathematics exam summa cum laude.  (pass)

7) Lydia imagined in a palatial house in the heart of New York City.  (live)

10) Dustin resents looked down upon by the fellow players.  (be)

9) Tammy said she doesn’t mind food for all of three of us.  (make)

5) Maya remembers lots of poems when she was a kid.  (memorize)

Complete each sentence with the gerund or in!nitive form of the verb as 

appropriate.

8) Chicago Blasters deserved this game because they played 

exceptionally well.  (win)

Stacy has managed to !nish only part of the assignment.  (!nish)

Example: I don’t recollect meeting Lester at the party.  (meet)
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Answer Key

Gerunds

1) to beHerbert was only pretending helpful and supportive.  (be)

2) workingA full-time chef now, Nicole misses as a teacher.  (work)

3) Mrs. Carlton asked me where I had learned to speak French.  (speak)

4) Don’t hesitate to call me if you need help with anything.  (call)

6) Norman expects to pass the mathematics exam summa cum laude.  (pass)

7) Lydia imagined living in a palatial house in the heart of New York City.  (live)

10) Dustin resents being looked down upon by the fellow players.  (be)

9) Tammy said she doesn’t mind making food for all of three of us.  (make)

5) Maya remembers memorizing lots of poems when she was a kid.  (memorize)

Complete each sentence with the gerund or in!nitive form of the verb as 

appropriate.

8) Chicago Blasters deserved to win this game because they played 

exceptionally well.  (win)

Stacy has managed to !nish only part of the assignment.  (!nish)

Example: I don’t recollect meeting Lester at the party.  (meet)
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